The family UBC(R) of meromorphic functions of uniformly bounded characteristic in a Rieman surface R is defined in terms of the Shimizu-Ahlfors characteristic function. There are some natural parallels between UBC(R) and BMOA(R), the fsmily of holomorr.hc f11nctonz of bounded mesn oscilltion in R. After a survey some open problems are proposed in contrast with BMOA(R).
I. INTRODUCTION
In a series ppers [19] [Pl], [3] [5] I have been studying functions of uniformly bounded characteristic. After a survey I propose some questions which I have been unable to answer. The adOective "unsolved" in the present title, therefore, means more precisely "unsolved by the present author".
Let R be a Riemann surface which has the Green functions gE(z,w) with poles w in R. As usual, each point of R is identified with its local-parametric image in the complex plane. By D we always mean a subdomain of R such that the closure D U 8D is compact and the boundary 8D consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint, analytic, smple and closed curves in R. For a point w of D we set r exp{lim(gD(z,w) + loglz w I) }, z-w where z w within the parametric disk of center w.
Let D t {z g D; gD(z,w) log(r/t)}, 0 < t < r. For f meromorphic in R we consider the second-order differential f#(z)edxdy, where f# If'I/(l + Ill2). T(, a,fop). This fact reduces many problems on UBC(R) to those on UBC(), yet, in some cases, there are subtle differences; see the problem (I) below, for example. If12) . Then is subharmonic with Az)dxdy hlf'(z)12/(l If(z)12)2dxdy. The analogue of (i), and others, are true on replacing f# by the hyperbolic derivative If'I/(l If12). We note that (f,0) tanh-llfl is the non-Euclidean hyperbolic distance of f and O, and (f,0) is subharmonic with 2(f,0) + log h. It is a future task to find some problems on this family.
The present article depends on the lecture on February , 1985, at Mie University, Tsu, Mie, Japan, where slightly abstract treatment beginning with the F. Riesz decomposition of subharmonic function was discussed. 
